Magnetic resonance imaging for assessment of treatment effects in mediastinal Hodgkin's disease.
Six patients with mediastinal involvement of Hodgkin's disease were examined with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at 0.35 T before and/or at various stages of therapy, with the sequences TR/TE: 500/35, 500/70, 1600/35 and 1,600/70. Before therapy the image intensity of tumour involved lymph nodes deviated considerably from fat and muscle, but no clear difference was discerned between histopathologic subtypes or tumour localizations. After efficient therapy, the tumour image intensities and relaxation rates approached those of muscle and fibrous tissue, but remained at pre-therapy values when the patient was not in full remission. A similar pattern was found in a 'normal-tissue'--'tumour' plot, based on vector analysis of the original sets of 4 images. It is concluded that persistent tumour involvement in the mediastinum may be distinguished from fibrosis and that MRI may thus be of value in the follow-up of patients with Hodgkin's disease.